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As one progresses to the threshold of old age, worries and anxieties seem to grip more tightly

Often the thought of making a will seems perturbing to people. They think that they are and wi

There are several merits to making a will¯

Allows you to follow your choice˙whatever you have accumulated throughout your life sh

¯

Good Bye disputes˙`Money makes the Mare go´it is right that the glimmer of wealth can

¯

The Veiled reaches the Safe Hands˙there are certain secret riches or assets that peopl

¯

Can replace tears with smiles˙a properly formulated Will that takes care of all your n

¯

Last but not the least, Wills are not just meant to benefit your survivors after your

The Other Key Points
¯

Any 18 year old or above can draft a Will. But Wills are actually meaningful in case o

¯

There are different types of Wills and so separate ways to draft them. Before formulat

i)

Holographic Wills- a legal document handwritten by the Testator and also signed in the

ii)

Legal Will- is that document which is signed by two witnesses and is prepared by a law

iii)

Living Wills-those that give you the opportunity to the kind of medical care and assis

iv)

Self ˘Proved Will- has certain terms and conditions forwarded by the State. This Will

v)

Ethical Wills- not a legal Will but a personal assessment of one´s values, beliefs etc

vi)

Living Trusts

¯

These different Wills have respective ways to formulate them and other requirements li

¯

Take some time to think about the beneficiaries, executor and the assets you want to b
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